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A: . To eliminate the alt text from a No-CD (or fixed executable) you need to have a copy of EA's free repair tool called X-
Game which is downloadable here: X-Game (if not already installed) is available to download here: Here's how to use X-Game
to eliminate alt text in FS2013: First, open the Downloader and save all games to your hard drive. Next, run X-Game and click
on the "Yes" button to confirm that you want to scan your saved games. After your saved games are scanned, click on the repair
"next" button. If the alt text is already removed, click on the repair "do not do anything" button. If the alt text is not eliminated
click on the "repair" button. Q: PHP pagination not working When I am using, it is just showing 1. But when I am using, then it
is showing two. Why it is showing two? A: this happens because p is the number of the current page. You need to use a modulo,
the remainder after division, like this: echo $_GET['p']; echo $_GET['p'] % $_GET['number_of_pages'] + 1; so for page 2
you'll get 2 and for page 1 you'll get 1. Posts by Dean Mooney CreateJS. It does not come with this game. - Added new
'Monster' and 'Witch' blocks to generate sounds. - Added more art and sounds to 'BaconMan' game: Another scene and more
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